BUX CrypTo - Price list

Standard trading commission
Trading commission: also called a trading fee, this is a brokerage fee that is charged when you
buy or sell cryptocurrency.
Trading pair

Commission

All trading pairs

0.5%

Trading commissions are always charged in the cryptocurrency you receive. The trading
commission is converted to USD and then always rounded up to the highest hundredth (for
example, a commission of 0.084 will be charged as 0.09). After the rounding, the sum is
converted back to cryptocurrency and deducted from the cryptocurrency amount you receive.

Zero-commission trading
At BUX Crypto you can trade with zero-commissions by holding BUX Tokens (BUX) in your
portfolio. You need to have 1000 BUX or more in your portfolio to benefit from a 0% trading
commission. The required amount is subject to change.
Trading pair

Commission

All trading pairs

0%

Minimum order sizes
When you buy or sell cryptocurrency you can only place an order above the minimum order
amount. Cryptocurrency can be bought and sold with Euro or Bitcoin. The minimum amounts
for Euro-denominated pairs and Bitcoin-denominated pairs can be found below.
Trading pair

Amount

EUR-denominated

€30.00

BTC-denominated

0.001 BTC

Withdrawal fees
We charge a fee for withdrawing Euro or cryptocurrency from your BUX Crypto account to your
bank account or a cryptocurrency wallet. This fee is deducted from your balance.
Currency

Fee

Bitcoin (BTC)

0.0007 BTC

Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

0.001 BCH

BUX token (BUX)

40 BUX

Euro (EUR)

€2.00

Ethereum (ETH)

0.08 ETH

Litecoin (LTC)

0.01 LTC

XRP (XRP)

5 XRP

Minimum withdrawal amount
The minimum withdrawal order for Euro and cryptocurrency are equal to the withdrawal fee we
charge. You can only withdraw a higher amount than the fee charged otherwise the withdrawn
amount would be zero.
Currency

Amount

Bitcoin (BTC)

0.0007 BTC

Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

0.001 BCH

BUX token (BUX)

64 BUX

Euro (EUR)

€2.00

Ethereum (ETH)

0.01 ETH

Litecoin (LTC)

0.01 LTC

XRP (XRP)

20 XRP

Deposit fees
Depositing both Euro* and cryptocurrency is free of charge. *Deposits paid with credit card are
charged with a fee of 2.5%.
Currency

Fee

Bitcoin (BTC)

Free

Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

Free

BUX token (BUX)

Free

Euro (EUR)

Free

Ethereum (ETH)

Free

Litecoin (LTC)

Free

XRP (XRP)

Free

Minimum deposit amount
You can deposit Euro or cryptocurrency into your account. The minimum deposit in Euros is
€30 or more. You can deposit any amount of cryptocurrency.
Currency

Amount

Cryptocurrency

No minimum amount

Euro (EUR)

€30

Deposit limits
There are no deposit limits when you are a verified user. In some circumstances, BUX Crypto
could ask additional information about your deposit. In that case, you will need to provide the
required information for us to be able to credit the amount to your account.
Account

Limit

Unverified

0 EUR or equivalent in cryptocurrency

Verified

Unlimited

